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**Customer Reviews**

This writer, seemingly motivated does not possess the legal education to properly guide citizens accused of federal crimes. This book however does provide some interesting forms, specifically the worksheet to determine the public safety factor to address placement of an inmate. The book is certainly not for lawyers and in my opinion could cause a citizen accused to challenge his lawyer to his detriment. The old adage a little knowledge.....It is interesting to read his perspective on the system and the dialogue that he believes goes on between prosecutors and defense lawyers. Its a quick read and does provide a little insight even to a veteran litigator. If anything it will help you understand your client’s feeling. Good luck to the writer as he is a true believer and is dedicated to the defense of our citizens.

Great information. This book goes everywhere with me. When FBI questioned me I was able to understand the questions and my rights. This book is more help to me than my lawyer.

Great quick review resource

Great material!
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